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Abstract— Online social networks, such as Facebook, are 

increasingly utilized by many people. These networks allow 

users to publish details about themselves and to connect to 

their friends. Some of the information revealed inside these 

networks is meant to be private. Yet it is possible to use 

learning algorithms on released data to predict private 

information. This project explores how to launch inference 

attacks using released social networking data to predict 

private information.  Then devise three possible sanitization 

techniques that could be used in various situations. This 

project explore the effectiveness of these techniques and 

attempt to use methods of collective inference to discover 

sensitive attributes of the data set. This project shows that 

there can be increase in the effectiveness of both local and 

relational classification algorithms by using the sanitization 

methods described. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Social networks are online applications that allow their users 

to connect by means of various types of links.  These 

networks also allow people to describe about themselves 

that are relevant to the nature of the network. For instance, 

Social Networks individual users list their favorite activities, 

books, music and movies. And also Professional networks 

were users specify details which are related to their 

professional life (i.e., reference letters etc..) Because these 

sites by these gather of massive information from the social 

and professional networks a typical user's private 

information can be analyzed or predicted . However, in 

continuous  practice, privacy concerns can prevent these 

type of efforts. This conflict between the desired use of 

individual privacy  and data presents an opportunity for 

privacy-preserving social network data mining which is, the 

discovery of  relationships and information  from social 

network data without violating privacy. 

A. Social Network Analysis 

Using the network theory to analyzing the social network is 

known as Social Network Analysis(SNA) SNA used to view 

social relationships by network theory, where it consist 

of nodes which represent individual actors of the network 

and their relationship among their other actors there are 

several relationships such as  kinship, sexual relationships, 

organizations and friendship. In a social network diagram, 

where ties are represented as lines and nodes are represented 

as points. It has also gained a significant following in 

economics, geography, organizational studies, social 

psychology, information science, anthropology, biology, 

communication studies, and socio-linguistics, which has 

become a popular topic of opinion and study. Social 

networks have also been used to examine how organizations 

communicate with each other, characterizing several 

informal connections that link executives together, 

connections between individual employees at different 

organizations and associations. Social networks also play a 

vital role in job performance and business success. 

B. Social Network Privacy 

In Social networking sites there exist several  levels of 

privacy offered. social networking sites such as e Facebook 

provides either real names or penname to the user and also 

other private information that are secured and it is 

encouraged by the site. Private information may consist of 

telephone number, email ID, or even ip address. Some social 

network sites which also allow users to provide more 

information about themselves such as interest’s favorite 

books or films and even marital status. There are also social 

networks where most people prefer to be unidentified by the 

other users. so the people used to hide their identity from the 

other users dude due some personal opinion or factors. In 

several studies of social networks 15 % of the people can be 

matched by the status, profile picture and interest rather than 

real world social network account. 

C. Naive Bayes Algorithm 

In machine learning naive bayes place a major role, by 

applying strong independents assumptions between the 

features along with bayes theorem. In order to construct a 

classifier bayes algorithm is used as a simple technique in 

which models used to assign class labels to problem 

instances, which represented as vector of feature value by 

using the finite set the class labels are drawn. 

P( c│x  )  = 
 (    )     

        
 

P( c│x  )  - posterior probability 

P( x│c  )- likelihood 

P(c) - class prior probability 

P(x)  - predictor prior probability 
 In order to provide the calculation of posterior 

probability from the class prior probability, predictor prior 

probability along with likelihood is done by bayes theorem. 

D. System Architecture 

From the social network database several users account 

information are been gathered in which these network data 

are been bonded to gather as dataset. In order to infer the 

users data private information, collective classification 

method is used which is represented in following figure 1. 

 

 
Fig. 2 :  System Architecture Diagram 
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II. RELATED WORK 

A model of database inference and a taxonomy of inference 

detection approaches. The Merlin inference detection system 

is presented as an example of an automated inference 

analysis tool that can assess inference vulnerabilities using 

the schema of a relational database. A manual inference 

penetration approach is then offered as a means of detecting 

inferences that involve instances of data or characteristics of 

groups of instances. These two approaches are offered as 

practical approaches that can be applied today to address the 

database inference problem by Thomas H. Hinke , el at [1] . 

project `talk about the privacy threats and countermeasure 

associate with the location data. this is the first paper for 

experimental inference attack on recorded location data, as 

well as effectiveness of countermeasures. We showed that it 

is possible, using simple algorithms and a free Web service, 

to identify people based on their written false name location 

tracks. Using GPS data from 172 subjects, we can find each 

person’s home location with a median error of about 60 

meters We tested three different countermeasures that are 

spatial cloaking, noise, and rounding we qualified their 

effectiveness by how well they prevented from our inference 

algorithm from finding the subjects home addresses. Our 

results show how much the location data needs to be 

corrupted to preserve privacy. The best of our home finding 

algorithms proved somewhat robust to these techniques. The 

high degree of corruption required when using noise or 

rounding means that several location-based services could 

become unusable John Krumm , el at [2]. Project focus on to 

beat process of investigation and make the analysis and 

reconstruction of attack scenario difficult, challenging, or 

even impossible, attackers are motivated by conducting anti-

forensic attacks. An inference system is proposed to mitigate 

anti-forensic attacks and generate potential scenarios 

starting from traces that were targeted by these attacks. We 

took interest in this work into formalizing the investigation 

of anti-forensic attacks. We described an inference system 

for generating potential attack scenarios and provable anti-

forensic attacks. A set of theoretical results to characterize 

secure evidence and provable and non provable anti-forensic 

attacks was provided Slim Rekhis el at [3]. Project present 

the cyber security modeling language (CySeMoL) for 

enterprise-level system architectures coupled to a 

probabilistic inference engine. If the computer systems of an 

enterprise are modeled with CySeMoL, this inference 

engine can assess the probability that attacks on the systems 

will succeed. The theory used for the attack-probability 

calculations in CySeMoL is a compilation of research 

results on a number of security domains and covers a range 

of attacks and countermeasures. The theory has previously 

been validated on a component level. CySeMoL is a 

modeling language coupled to an inference engine for 

analyzing the security of enterprise system architectures. 

The inference engine produces attack paths from one attack 

step to another. For these attack paths, the inference engine 

estimates the probability that the attack can be accomplished 

by a professional penetration tester within one week using 

publicly available tools. These results are promising. They 

suggest that assembling the body of system-security 

knowledge in a tool that can automate the assessments 

produced by experts in the field is feasible Teodor 

Sommestad, el at [4]. Project examine the strong network 

design against attacks is one of the most fundamental issues 

in internet of things In this paper, the vulnerability of IoT 

infrastructure under intentional attacks is investigated by 

relating the network resilience to the percolation-based 

connectivity. Intentional attacks impose severe threats on 

the network operations as it can effectively disrupt a 

network by paralyzing a small fraction of nodes, and 

therefore deteriorating IoT operations. The results on the 

synthetic network models and empirical data show that the 

proposed defense mechanism can effectively enhances the 

network robustness and counter the damage caused by 

intentional attacks, even with weak local detection 

capability and the inherently fragile nature of the network 

structure such as the power law distributed networks 

Kwang-Cheng Chen, el at [5]. 

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

Now day’s most people are used in social network to 

connected with friends and family, like Minded individual 

and groups. one of most used social network such as 

facebook. In this facebook via people share the detail about 

themselves. Some of the information shown inside the 

network it’s meant to be private. This is possible  revealed 

use to learning algorithm  to predict the private information. 

In this paper explore how to launch inference attack using 

released social network data to predict the private 

information. 

IV. EXISTING SYSTEM 

Focuses on Anonymizing social networks in this model only 

consist of node and edges. the goal attacker  is simply to 

identify people. Another previous method is Anonymizing 

social network here work only focus inferring details on 

nodes and edge not Identifying individuals. In this method 

Predict the private information via friendship link that is 

based on user friends likes and dislike and interest so on. 

Facebook data and analyze usage trends among Facebook 

users, employing both profile postings and survey 

information. However, their paper focuses mostly on faults 

inside the Facebook platform. They do not discuss 

attempting to learn unrevealed details of Facebook users, 

and do no analysis of the details of Facebook users. Their 

crawl consisted of around 70,000 Facebook accounts. 
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V. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Hiding the private information in this approach basically 

guarantee that the result of differential private algorithm are 

very similar with or without the data of any single user. 

Model and Predict attacks. Ensure privacy by sanitizing both 

details and the underlying link structure of the social graph. 

Combating possible information attacks using collective 

inference technique. 

A. Methods 

Here we using the data generalize algorithms to classify the 

user’s profiles. 

Algorithm 1. Generalize(_; G) 

1: G0 G 

2: while Classify(G) - Classify(G0Þ _ _ do 

3: S all details that can be further generalized 

4: s getHighestInfoGainAttrib(S) 

5: Gen(s; G0) 

6: end while 

7: return G 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Addressed various issues related to private information 

leakage in social networks. We show that using both 

friendship links and details together gives better 

predictability than details alone. In addition, we explored the 

effect of removing details and links in preventing sensitive 

information leakage. In the process, we discovered 

situations in which collective inference does not improve on 

using a simple local classification method to identify nodes. 

When we combine the results from the collective inference 

implications with the individual results, we begin to see that 

removing details and friendship links together is the best 

way to reduce classifier accuracy. This is probably 

infeasible in maintaining the use of social networks. 

However  show that by removing only details greatly reduce 

the accuracy of local classifiers, which give us the 

maximum accuracy that this project were able to achieve 

through any combination of classifiers. This project also 

assumed full use of the graph information when deciding 

which details to hide. Useful research could be done on how 

individuals with limited access to the network could pick 

which details to hide. 

VII. FUTURE WORK 

Similarly, future work could be conducted in identifying key 

nodes of the graph structure to see if removing or altering 

these nodes can decrease information leakage. 
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